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Welcome
Kathryn McDowell

Living Music
In Brief
Welcome to this evening’s LSO concert. It’s a pleasure
to see Pablo Heras-Casado return to conduct this
programme of Sibelius and Berlioz, following his
debut performance with the Orchestra in May 2014.
Tonight’s concert is the final instalment of the LSO
International Violin Festival, a series that has seen
a line-up of outstanding soloists perform some of
the great concertos of the repertoire, alongside
lunchtime concerts, pre-concert talks, masterclasses
and more. For this final concert of the series we are
joined by American virtuoso Joshua Bell, who plays
Sibelius’ Violin Concerto.
Sincere thanks must go to Jonathan Moulds for his
generous support of the LSO International Violin
Festival, and his success as Chair of our Moving
Music fundraising campaign. Thank you also to
our media partners Classic FM and The Strad.
In addition to covering the Violin Festival in print
and online, today The Strad hosted the last of three
free The Strad Sunday events held in partnership
with the LSO, featuring a photography exhibition
in the Fountain Room and a panel discussion on
the Barbican stage.
I hope you enjoy tonight’s concert, and that you can
join us for the final performances of the season on
2 and 5 July, both conducted by Sir Simon Rattle.

DVORA LEWIS: 37 YEARS WITH THE LSO
Tonight the LSO, and many more in the world of
classical music press and public relations, salute
Dvora Lewis, who celebrates her retirement after
37 years at the helm of the LSO’s PR. During her time
with the Orchestra, working through the company
she set up at her office in Hampstead, Dvora has
attended well over 2000 LSO concerts, announced
the arrival of four LSO Principal Conductors, and
been a true advocate for the Orchestra’s work at
home and abroad. Dvora will continue to enjoy a
close friendship with the LSO. We wish her the very
best in her retirement, and are deeply grateful for
her work and commitment to the Orchestra.

SIMON HALSEY APPOINTED CBE
Congratulations to the LSO’s Choral Director
Simon Halsey, who has been awarded a CBE for
services to music in the Queen’s Birthday Honours.
Halsey, who became Choral Director of the LSO
and London Symphony Chorus in 2012, was also
awarded the Queen’s Medal for Music in March
in recognition of his significant contribution to the
musical life of the nation.
lso.co.uk/more/news

A WARM WELCOME TO TONIGHT’S GROUPS

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

Tonight we are delighted to welcome:
Adele Friedland & Friends, Sonja Winkler
& Friends, Christopher Newport University
and Friends of Yeshurun Synagogue PoM
lso.co.uk/groups

No. 1 issue
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125 YEARS

Celebrate our
125th anniversary
with 33% off a
subscription
ORDER TODAY
Call 01371 851 887 and quote code STRADSUNDAY
Email thestrad@escosubs.co.uk quoting the code STRADSUNDAY
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Jean Sibelius (1865–1957)
Violin Concerto in D minor Op 47 (1903, rev 1905)
1

ALLEGRO MODERATO

2

ADAGIO DI MOLTO

3

ALLEGRO, MA NON TANTO
JOSHUA BELL VIOLIN

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
STEPHEN JOHNSON is the author
of Bruckner Remembered (Faber).
He also contributes regularly
to BBC Music Magazine, and
broadcasts for BBC Radio 3

From a young age Sibelius had dreamed of a career
as a violin virtuoso. His violin teacher at the Helsinki
University, Mitrofan Vasiliev, pronounced him a
‘genius’. But nerves seem to have got the better of
him, and his technique suffered. For a while Sibelius
thought of giving up music altogether, ‘and living the
life of an idiot, for which I’m well qualified’. But the
urge to create music was too strong. Sibelius bowed
to the inevitable – he was to be a composer, not a
violinist – but not without lasting regret.

(Discovering Music), Radio 4
and the World Service.

SIBELIUS on LSO LIVE
Sibelius box set
Symphonies
Nos 1–7 &
Kullervo
£19.99
Sir Colin Davis conductor
‘This might turn out to be the finest
Sibelius cycle on disc … superbly
handled by these fine players under
a master Sibelian.’
The Observer
lsolive.lso.co.uk

Then, at the turn of the century, Sibelius met
the man who was to become one of his most
important friends, Axel Carpelan. Carpelan was full
of ideas: Sibelius should seek creative renewal in
Italy, he should write more symphonies, music for
Shakespeare’s plays, a violin concerto … Sibelius
did all of this, but one can imagine how mixed his
feelings must have been when he came to the Violin
Concerto. Significantly, the time immediately before
and during Sibelius’ work on the Concerto was
marked by one of his worst periods of alcoholism.
The central slow movement was apparently
sketched out during an epic three-day hangover.
Sibelius’ explanation was simple: ‘When I am
standing in front of a grand orchestra and have
drunk a half-bottle of champagne, then I conduct
like a young god. Otherwise I am nervous and tremble,
feel unsure of myself, and then everything is lost.
The same is true of my visits to the bank manager’.

Yet there is little evidence of ‘weakness’ in the
Violin Concerto. Nowhere is this the kind of music
one would describe as self-indulgent or rambling.
The violin writing is superb – an indication of how
thoroughly Sibelius understood his instrument.
Some of it is ferociously difficult, but on the whole
it presents the kind of challenges that excite rather
than intimidate virtuosos. In fact the idea of mastery
extends to every dimension of the Violin Concerto.
The musical framework is taut, the long lyrical
paragraphs (like the floating, soaring violin line at
the very beginning) are always beautifully shaped.
There are moments, such as the impassioned
second theme of the first movement, or virtually
the whole of the central Adagio di molto, where the
mood is achingly nostalgic, even pained. But the
hand of Sibelius the great symphonist, the master
of organic logic, is always in evidence. And after the
emotionally probing first and second movements
comes an energetic, resolute polonaise-like finale.
The stormy but unambiguously major-key ending
suggests inner darkness confronted and defied. For
Sibelius the man such self-mastery may have been
pure fantasy; but as art it’s stirringly convincing.

INTERVAL – 20 minutes
There are bars on all levels of the Concert Hall; ice cream
can be bought at the stands on Stalls and Circle level.
Why not tweet us your thoughts on the first half of the
performance @londonsymphony, or come and talk to
LSO staff at the Information Desk on the Circle level?

lso.co.uk

Composer Profile

Jean Sibelius
Composer Profile

London Symphony Orchestra

As a young boy, Sibelius made rapid progress as a
violinist and composer. In 1886 he abandoned law
studies at Helsinki University, enrolling at the Helsinki
Conservatory and later taking lessons in Berlin
and Vienna. The young composer drew inspiration
from the Finnish ancient epic, the Kalevala, a rich
source of Finnish cultural identity. These sagas of the
remote Karelia region greatly appealed to Sibelius,
especially those concerned with the dashing youth
Lemminkäinen and the bleak landscape of Tuonela,
the kingdom of death – providing the literary
background for his early tone-poems, beginning
with the mighty choral symphony Kullervo in 1892.

COMPOSER PROFILE WRITER
ANDREW STEWART

The Finns swiftly adopted Sibelius and his works as
symbols of national pride, particularly following the
premiere of the overtly patriotic Finlandia in 1900,
composed a few months after Finland’s legislative
rights had been taken away by Russia. ‘Well, we
shall see now what the new century brings with it
for Finland and us Finns,’ Sibelius wrote on New
Year’s Day 1900. The public in Finland recognised the
idealistic young composer as a champion of national
freedom, while his tuneful Finlandia was taken into
the repertoire of orchestras around the world. In
1914 Sibelius visited America, composing a bold
new work, The Oceanides, for the celebrated Norfolk
Music Festival in Connecticut.

2015/16 AUTUMN HIGHLIGHTS

Although Sibelius lived to the age of 91, he effectively
abandoned composition almost 30 years earlier. Heavy
drinking, illness, relentless self-criticism and financial
problems were among the conditions that influenced
his early retirement. He was, however, honoured as
a great Finnish hero long after he ceased composing,
while his principal works became established as an
essential part of the orchestral repertoire.

Stravinsky The Rite of Spring
Sun 11 Oct 2015

2015/16 SEASON LAUNCH
WITH BERNARD HAITINK
Bruckner Symphony No 7
Tue 15 Sep 2015
Mahler Symphony No 4
Sun 20 Sep 2015
Brahms Symphony No 1
Wed 23 Sep 2015
MAN OF THE THEATRE
WITH VALERY GERGIEV
Stravinsky The Firebird
Fri 9 Oct 2015

Bartók The Miraculous Mandarin
Sun 18 Oct 2015

lso.co.uk | 020 7638 8891
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Hector Berlioz (1803–69)
Symphonie fantastique Op 14 (1830–32)
1

DAYDREAMS – PASSIONS: LARGO – ALLEGRO AGITATO
E APPASSIONATO ASSAI

2

A BALL: WALTZ – ALLEGRO NON TROPPO

3

SCENE IN THE COUNTRY: ADAGIO –

4

MARCH TO THE SCAFFOLD: ALLEGRETTO NON TROPPO

5

DREAM OF A WITCHES’ SABBATH: LARGHETTO – ALLEGRO –
DIES IRAE – RONDE DU SABBAT

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
DAVID CAIRNS
Volume Two of David Cairns’
biography of Berlioz won the
biography category of the Whitbread
Prize and the Samuel Johnson Prize
for Non-Fiction. Volume One has
been re-issued in a revised edition.

Berlioz’s first encounter with
actress HARRIET SMITHSON took

With all its innovations – including the introduction
of instruments, textures, rhythms and gestures new
to symphonic music – the Symphonie fantastique
has its roots in other music, past and present: not
least the music of Gluck and Spontini, which was
for several years Berlioz’s main diet and whose
melodic style he absorbed into his innermost being
when he first came to Paris in 1821, a boy of 17 who
had never heard an orchestra. A few years later,
the discovery of Weber, and still more of Beethoven
at the Conservatoire concerts in 1828 (paralleling
that of Goethe and Shakespeare) had an even more
profound effect on the young musician who had,
until then, been reared on French Classical opera.
The Symphonie fantastique is unthinkable without
Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ and Fifth Symphonies, and
without Weber’s opera Der Freischütz. Above all,
the revelation of the symphony as a dramatic form
par excellence, and of the orchestra as an expressive
instrument of undreamed of richness and flexibility,
opened before him a new world which he must at
all costs enter and inhabit.

place in 1827, when he saw her
playing Ophelia in a performance of
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. He quickly
developed an intense infatuation with
the actress, later pouring his feelings
into the Symphonie fantastique.
Although she was alarmed by
Berlioz’s attentions at first, they
eventually married in 1832.

It became the springboard for a leap into unknown
territory. The influence of Beethoven could only be
general, not specific; it was a matter of inspiration,
not imitation. So, though Berlioz is deeply concerned
with issues of musical architecture, he works out his
own salvation. Though he will learn from Beethoven’s
technique of thematic transformation, he will not use
it as a model. He composes in melodic spans rather

than in motifs. The work’s recurring melody, the idée
fixe, is 40 bars long and its repetition two-thirds of
the way through the first movement represents not
a sonata reprise but a stage in the theme’s evolution
from monody to full orchestral statement.
No one had composed symphonic music or used
the orchestra like this before. As music critic
Michael Steinberg wrote, ‘no disrespect to Mahler or
Shostakovich, but this is the most remarkable First
Symphony ever written’. It was typical of Berlioz’s
boldness and freedom of spirit that his first major
orchestral work should comprise a mixture of genres
analogous to what the Romantic dramatists were
attempting after the example of Shakespeare,
and that in doing so he should override the
normal categories of symphonic discourse and,
in response to the demands of the musical drama,
create his own idiosyncratic version of Classical
form and bring the theatre into the concert hall.
Yet the score given at the Conservatoire Hall in
December 1830 was, to him, a logical consequence
of the Beethovenian epiphany that he had
experienced two years earlier in the same hall. It
was addressed to the same eager young public and
performed by many of the same players, under the
same conductor, François-Antoine Habeneck.
It might embody autobiographical elements: not
just his much publicised unrequited passion for
the Shakespearean actress Harriet Smithson, but
his whole emotional and spiritual existence up until
then – as he wrote at the front of the manuscript,
quoting a poem by Victor Hugo, ‘All I have suffered,
all I have attempted … The loves, the labours, the
bereavements of my youth … my heart’s book
inscribed on every page’. But, for him, all this was
not essentially different from what Beethoven had
done in his Fifth and Sixth symphonies.

lso.co.uk

IN BRIEF
The discovery of Beethoven – and
the full expressive possibilities of
the symphony – had a profound
influence on Berlioz. The composer
poured this, and his personal
experience of unrequited love, into
the bold, innovative Symphonie
fantastique. In the first movement,
the dreamy protagonist’s thoughts
move between dejection and
imagined happiness. In the second,

Programme Notes

Carrying on from Beethoven, he could use intense
personal experience, and movement titles, to bring
music’s inherent expressivity still further into the
open and at the same time extend its frame of
reference and blur still more the distinction between
so-called ‘pure music’ and music associated with
an identifiable human situation. All sorts of extramusical ideas could go into the composition, yet
music remained sovereign. It could describe the
course of one man’s hopeless passion for a distant
beloved and still be, as Beethoven said of the
‘Pastoral’, ‘expression of feeling rather than painting’.

he encounters his beloved amidst
a ball, before the third movement
takes him to a pastoral scene,
where he overhears a shepherd
song, before a storm sets in.
Finally, in a hallucinogenic dream,
he imagines his own march to the
scaffold, execution and funeral, a
demonic witches’ sabbath.

The literary ‘programme’ offered to the Conservatoire
audience gave the context of the work; it introduced
the ‘instrumental drama’ (to quote Berlioz’s prefatory
note) whose ‘outline, lacking the assistance of speech,
needs to be explained in advance’. But it is not this
that holds the symphony together and makes it a
timeless record of the ardours and torments of the
young imagination: the music does that.
THE MOVEMENTS

The DIES IRAE (Day of Wrath) is a
medieval Latin poem set to music,
which forms part of the Roman
Catholic Requiem Mass. Berlioz
was not the only composer to
reference the Dies Irae in his music;
quotations can be found in secular
works by Gounod, Liszt, Mahler,
Holst, Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky
and Shostakovich, among others.

Daydreams – Passions
Slow introduction; sadness and imagined happiness,
creating an image of the ideal woman, represented
(Allegro) by the idée fixe: a long, asymmetrically
phrased melodic span, first heard virtually
unaccompanied, then gradually integrated into
the full orchestra. The melody, in its alternate
exaltation and dejection, forms the main argument.
At the end, like a storm that has blown itself out,
it comes to rest on a series of solemn chords.

7

A Ball
The beloved is present. Waltz, at first dream-like,
then glittering, finally garish. Middle section with the
idée fixe assimilated to the rhythm of the dance.
Scene in the Country
A shepherd pipes a melancholy song, answered
from afar by another. Pastoral scene: a long, serene
melody, with similarities of outline to the idée fixe
and, like it, presented as monody, by flute and
first violins, then in progressively fuller textures.
Agitated climax, precipitated by the idée fixe,
which later takes on a more tranquil air (without
its characteristic sighing forth). Dusk, distant thunder.
The first shepherd now pipes alone. Drums and solo
horn prepare for:
March to the Scaffold
The artist imagines he has killed the beloved and
is being marched through the streets to execution.
The dreams of the first three movements are now
intensified into a nightmare and the full orchestral
forces are deployed: massive brass and percussion,
prominent and grotesque bassoons. The idée fixe
reappears forlornly on solo clarinet, but is cut off
by the guillotine stroke of the whole orchestra.
Dream of a Witches’ Sabbath
Strange mewings, muffled explosions, distant cries.
The executed lover witnesses his own funeral. The
beloved melody, now a lewd distortion of itself, joins
the revels. Dies irae, parody of the church’s ritual of
the dead. Witches’ Round Dance. The climax, after
a long crescendo, combines round dance and the
Dies irae in a tour de force of rhythmic and
orchestral virtuosity.
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Hector Berlioz
Composer Profile
Hector Berlioz was born in south-east France in
1803, the son of a doctor. At the age of 17 he was
sent to Paris to study medicine, but had already
conceived the ambition to be a musician and soon
became a pupil of the composer Jean-François
Le Sueur. Within two years he had composed the
Messe solennelle, successfully performed in 1825.
In 1826 he entered the Paris Conservatoire, winning
the Prix de Rome four years later. Gluck and Spontini
were important influences on the formation of his
musical style, but it was his discovery of Beethoven
at the Conservatoire concerts, inaugurated in 1828,
that was the decisive event in his apprenticeship,
turning his art in a new direction: the dramatic concert
work, incarnating a ‘poetic idea’ that is ‘everywhere
present’, but subservient to musical logic.

In the 1840s he took his music abroad and
established a reputation as one of the leading
composers and conductors of the day. He was
celebrated in Germany (where Liszt championed
him), in Russia (where receipts from his concerts
paid off the debt from the Parisian failure of The
Damnation of Faust), in Vienna, Prague, Budapest
and London. These years of travel produced less
music. In 1849 he composed the Te Deum, which
had to wait six years to be performed. But the
unexpected success of L’enfance du Christ in
Paris in 1854 encouraged him to embark on a
project long resisted: the composition of an epic
opera on The Aeneid which would assuage a
lifelong passion and pay homage to two great
idols, Virgil and Shakespeare.

His first large-scale orchestral work, the
autobiographical Symphonie fantastique, followed
in 1830. After a year in Italy he returned to Paris and
began what he later called his ‘Thirty Years’ War
against the routineers, the professors and the deaf’.
The 1830s and early 1840s saw a series of major
works, including Harold en Italie (1834), Benvenuto
Cellini (1836), the Grande Messe des Morts (1837),
the Shakespearean dramatic symphony Roméo et
Juliette (1839), the Symphonie funèbre et triomphale
(1840) and Les nuits d’été (c 1841). Some were wellreceived; but he soon discovered that he could not
rely on his music to earn him a living. He became a
prolific and influential critic – a heavy burden for a
composer but one that he could not throw off.

Although Béatrice et Bénédict (1860–62) came
later, the opera The Trojans (1856–58) was the
culmination of his career. It was also the cause of
his final disillusionment and the reason, together
with increasing ill-health, why he wrote nothing of
consequence in the remaining six years of his life.
The work was cut in two, and only part performed
in 1863, in a theatre too small and poorly equipped.
Berlioz died in 1869.

COMPOSER PROFILE WRITER
DAVID CAIRNS

BERLIOZ THE AUTHOR
Despite only really turning to
musical criticism to earn a living,
Berlioz became a distinguished
author. His book, Evenings with
the Orchestra, is a witty and
often hilarious collection of tales,
stories and gossip that musicians
exchanged to relieve the tedium
of the bad music they were paid to
perform. The book is still in print.

lso.co.uk
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Pablo Heras-Casado
Conductor
Musical America’s 2014 Conductor of the Year,
Pablo Heras-Casado enjoys an unusually varied
career encompassing the great symphonic and
operatic repertoire, historically informed performance
and cutting-edge contemporary scores. Principal
Conductor of the Orchestra of St Luke’s in New York
since the 2012/13 season, he recently renewed
the position to 2016/17. In 2014, he was appointed
Principal Guest Conductor of Teatro Real in Madrid.

Principal Conductor
Orchestra of St Luke’s
Principal Guest Conductor
Teatro Real, Madrid

IN SEASON 2015/16
Sun 17 Jan 2016 7pm, Barbican
Tchaikovsky Overture: The Tempest
Elgar Cello Concerto
Dvořák Symphony No 7
Pablo Heras-Casado conductor
Alisa Weilerstein cello
lso.co.uk | 020 7638 8891

The 2014/15 season has seen Heras-Casado return
to the Munich Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, San Francisco Symphony, Mariinsky
Theatre and Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale di
Santa Cecilia. Forthcoming concerts in the season
include an appearance with the Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra. He also appeared at the
Mozarteum Salzburg, where he is invited annually
for both the Dialoge Festival and Mozartwoche.
He made his debut with NDR Sinfonieorchester
Hamburg and continued his collaboration with
Ensemble intercontemporain and Freiburger
Barockorchester. He also conducted the annual
televised Advent Concert of Staatskapelle Dresden.
Opera projects included returns to the Metropolitan
Opera for Bizet’s Carmen, Festspielhaus BadenBaden for Verdi’s La traviata, Teatro Real for the
world premiere of Mauricio Sotelo’s El Publico,
and Dutch National Opera with Sasha Waltz and
Guests for Monteverdi’s Orfeo.

Past highlights have included performances with the
Berlin Philharmonic, Leipzig Gewandhausorchester,
Royal Concertgebouw, Rotterdam Philharmonic,
Tonhalle-Orchester Zürich, New York Philharmonic,
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Boston Symphony,
Cleveland, Philharmonia and Mahler Chamber
orchestras, and the Deutsche Oper Berlin. He has
also appeared at the Salzburger Festspiele and
Festival d’Aix-en-Provence, and is a laureate of the
2007 Lucerne Festival conductors’ forum, where he
returned in 2013 to co-direct the Festival’s Academy
at the invitation of Pierre Boulez and will appear
again this coming summer.
Heras-Casado records for Deutsche Grammophon’s
Archiv Produktion, for which he is an ‘Archiv
Ambassador’, and harmonia mundi. His newest
album, Praetorius, is being released this June, while
recent releases include Mendelssohn’s Symphony
No 2 with the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Schubert’s Symphonies Nos 3 and 4 with the
Freiburger Barockorchester – which won a 2014
ECHO Klassik Award – and an album celebrating the
legendary maestro Farinelli. He also recorded an
album featuring Plácido Domingo in baritone arias
by Verdi. His 2011 DVD of Weill’s Rise and Fall of the
City of Mahagonny received the Diapason d’Or.
Pablo Heras-Casado is holder of the Medalla de Honor
of the Rodriguez Acosta Foundation. In February
2012, he was awarded the Golden Medal of Merit by
the Council of Granada, his hometown, of which he
is also an Honorary Ambassador. In June 2014, he
joined Spanish charity Ayuda en Acción, supporting
the eradication of poverty and injustice in the world.
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Joshua Bell
Violin
Joshua Bell is one of the most celebrated violinists
of his era. His restless curiosity, passion and multifaceted musical interests have earned him the rare
title of ‘classical music superstar’. Recently named
the Music Director of the Academy of St Martin in
the Fields, Bell is the first person to hold this post
since Sir Neville Marriner formed the orchestra in
1958. Their first recording under Bell’s leadership
of Beethoven’s Symphonies Nos 4 and 7 on Sony
Classical debuted at No 1 on the Billboard Classical
chart. Bell’s recording of the Bach Violin Concertos
with the orchestra was released in September 2014
to coincide with the airing of the HBO documentary
special Joshua Bell: A Young Arts Master Class.

IN SEASON 2015/16
Sun 3 Apr 2016 7pm, Barbican
Nielsen Overture: Masquerade
Sibelius Symphony No 3
Anders Hillborg Exquisite Corpse
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto
Alan Gilbert conductor
Joshua Bell violin
lso.co.uk | 020 7638 8891

Equally at home as a soloist, chamber musician,
recording artist and orchestra leader, Bell’s 2015
summer highlights include a South American and
European tour with the Academy of St Martin in
the Fields, a tour to South Africa, performances
in New York and Shanghai with the New York
Philharmonic, and summer festivals including
Verbier, Tanglewood, Mostly Mozart and Saratoga.
Bell’s 2015/16 season will include performances
with the Houston, St Louis, Detroit and Indianapolis
Symphony orchestras, recital tours with pianists
Sam Haywood and Alessio Bax, a European tour
with the Academy of St Martin in the Fields, concerts
with the New York Philharmonic led by Alan Gilbert,
orchestral dates celebrating the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra’s Centennial season conducted by Marin
Alsop, and a tour with the Israel Philharmonic led by
Michael Stern.

Recent releases include Bell’s first recording with the
Academy of St Martin in the Fields of Beethoven’s
Fourth and Seventh Symphonies, Musical Gifts From
Joshua Bell and Friends, French Impressions with
pianist Jeremy Denk, the eclectic At Home With
Friends, Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons, Tchaikovsky’s
Violin Concerto with the Berlin Philharmonic, Voice
of the Violin, and Romance of the Violin, which
Billboard named the 2004 Classical CD of the Year.
His discography encompasses critically acclaimed
performances of the major violin repertoire
in addition to John Corigliano’s Oscar-winning
soundtrack, The Red Violin.
Seeking opportunities to increase violin repertoire,
Bell has premiered new works by Nicholas Maw,
John Corigliano, Aaron Jay Kernis, Edgar Meyer,
Behzad Ranjbaran and Jay Greenberg. He also
performs and has recorded his own cadenzas
to most of the major violin concertos.
In 2007, Bell performed incognito in a subway
station for a Washington Post story examining art
and context. The story earned writer Gene Weingarten
a Pulitzer Prize and sparked international discussion.
Born in Bloomington, Indiana, Bell received his
first violin at the age of four, and at twelve began
studying with Josef Gingold at Indiana University.
Two years later he came to national attention
following his debut with Riccardo Muti and the
Philadelphia Orchestra. At 17 he made his debut
at Carnegie Hall.
Bell performs on the 1713 ‘Huberman’ Stradivarius.

Joshua Bell records exclusively for Sony Classical,
and has made more than 40 CDs since his first
recording at age 18 on Decca, garnering Mercury,
Grammy, Gramophone and Echo Klassik awards.

lso.co.uk
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Joshua Bell
LSO International Violin Festival: Artist Focus

As [the violin] was handed to me,
I was told it was being sold to a
wealthy German industrialist for
his private collection.
However, after playing only a few
notes on it I vowed that this would
not happen. This was an instrument
meant to be played, not just admired.
Joshua Bell on his violin,
the ‘Huberman’ Stradivarius

LSO INTERNATIONAL VIOLIN
FESTIVAL: FIND OUT MORE
Get to know the soloists in the
LSO International Violin Festival

Joshua Bell plays the ‘Huberman’ Stradivarius of
1713. Named after the virtuoso violinist Bronisław
Huberman, it was famously stolen from a Carnegie
Hall dressing room in 1936 while Huberman was
on stage performing on a different violin.

and find out more about their
instruments on our website,
featuring in-depth profiles,
interviews, live-streamed artist
conversations and more.
lso.co.uk/violinfestival

The instrument remained missing until 1985
when the thief, journeyman violinist Julian Altman,
revealed to his wife on his deathbed that the violin
he had been using in New York bars and clubs for
almost half a century was in fact the ‘Huberman’
– disguised with black shoe polish. On discovering
the violin’s true identity, Altman’s wife returned it
to Lloyd’s of London. J & A Beare Ltd undertook the
subsequent restoration process, comparing it to
‘taking dirt off the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel’.

The violin is a visually stunning example from
Stradivarius’ ‘golden period’. ‘I went into a room
with it and within 30 seconds I knew it had to be
my violin,’ Bell told The Strad in 2013. ‘For some
reason it felt easier to play and more in tune than
the one I’d been playing on for years. I have yet
to find another violin that comes close.’
The varnish (minus the shoe polish!) is a deep,
intense red colour and tonally it gives a robust, warm
sound with a singing brilliance in the treble range.
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London Symphony Orchestra
On stage
FIRST VIOLINS
Carmine Lauri Leader
Lennox Mackenzie
Clare Duckworth
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Jörg Hammann
Elizabeth Pigram
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Ian Rhodes
Sylvain Vasseur
David Worswick
Shlomy Dobrinsky
Takane Funatsu
Gordon MacKay
Erzsebet Racz
SECOND VIOLINS
David Alberman
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
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Matthew Plant @londonsymphony tonight were
breathtaking. Marin Alsop’s conducting was extraordinary
to watch.
on the LSO with Marin Alsop and James Ehnes (7 Jun)
CanadianUK Thank you James Ehnes for a moving
performance @londonsymphony
on the LSO with Marin Alsop and James Ehnes (7 Jun)
Ray Bull Visiting Lucerne from Oxfordshire we went to the
LSO concert at the Lucerne Kultur und Kongresszentrum.
As expected it was absolutely inspiring.
on the LSO with Daniel Harding in Lucerne (28 May)
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Manon Morris
Helen Sharp
Emma Ramsdale

LSO STRING EXPERIENCE SCHEME
Established in 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme enables young string players at the
start of their professional careers to gain
work experience by playing in rehearsals
and concerts with the LSO. The scheme
auditions students from the London music
conservatoires, and 15 students per year
are selected to participate. The musicians
are treated as professional ’extra’ players
(additional to LSO members) and receive fees
for their work in line with LSO section players.

The Scheme is supported by
Help Musicians UK
The Garrick Charitable Trust
The Lefever Award
The Polonsky Foundation
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Taking part in rehearsals and performing
in this evening’s concert are: Katie Meyers
(First Violin) and Arthur Boutillier (Cello)
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